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Abstract We introduced a P velocity model into the traditional joint inversion of P receiver function (RF)
and surface wave dispersions to reduce model ambiguity. The method was implemented using a
global search-based algorithm and a ﬂexible parameterization of a sedimentary layer and spline-based
parameterization that can represent sharp discontinuities. We applied the method to a dense array in SE Tibet
(longitude ~97.5°E to 107°E, latitude ~25.3°N). Extensive tests using synthetic and real data suggest that
the method is suitable and robust for a variety of velocity structures and Moho discontinuities and can
simultaneously provide the crustal Vp/Vs proﬁle and better constrained Moho depth. The ﬂexibility of the
parameterization and the inclusion of the Vp constraint are crucial in the improved model recovery. Artifacts
may be created without including the sedimentary layer. Even when it is less perfect, a reasonable Vp model
is valuable in such a joint inversion. We showed that crustal multiples in RFs may bias the traditional H-k results
when the crust structure is complex and should be avoided in a joint inversion before appropriate corrections
can be made. The results from the joint inversion show two low-velocity zones (LVZs) reported previously
and were identiﬁed as channels of crustal ﬂow. A prominent isolated LVZ is observed in the mid-lower crust
under the Xiaojiang fault area, which correlates with anomalously high Vp/Vs ratios, indicating possible partial
melting. However, the other LVZ is imaged to be in the brittle shallow upper crust without very high Vp/Vs
ratios, which is likely associated with crustal fault zones rather than partial melting. We observe clear
low-velocity structures in the mantle beneath the two crustal LVZs, which also correlate with zones of low
resistivity. The crust-mantle correlation may suggest inﬂuence of mantle processes on crustal deformation.

Plain Language Summary Nonunique in seismic inversion is a classical problem. The widely
used inversion of surface wave dispersions or the joint inversion of dispersions and receiver functions
suffers also the problem. In this study, we introduce P velocity model into the mix and adopted a ﬂexible
parameterization and inversion scheme, which we demonstrated to be robust and highly effective. We
applied the method to a dense array in SE Tibet, which deforms strongly with active seismicity. The array
was studied before, and two crustal ﬂow channels were identiﬁed. The new imaging suggests that one
low-velocity zone may indeed associated with partial melting with the additional constraint from the
Poisson’s ratio, but the other low-velocity zone is too shallow to be associated with partial melting. We also
found signiﬁcant mantle low-velocity zones, which may inﬂuence the crustal deformation of the region.
1. Introduction
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Joint inversions of complimentary data sets have been widely used in seismic imaging to reduce the trade-off
of model parameters and the ambiguity of inversion results. For instance, teleseismic P wave receiver functions (RFs) (Langston, 1979) are sensitive to velocity contrast and depth-velocity product instead of absolute
velocity alone, while surface wave dispersions are sensitive to vertical shear-velocity average but do not
resolve discontinuities (Ammon et al., 1990; Shapiro & Ritzwoller, 2002). Thus, the two data sets are combined
to address the trade-off between the depth of an interface (especially the Moho) and the average velocity
above the interface (e.g., Julià et al., 2000; Ozalaybey et al., 1997), which has been commonly used (e.g.,
Bao et al., 2015a; Deng et al., 2015; Shen et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2013). However, important
ambiguity remains. In the P receiver function, the Moho P-to-S converted phase (Ps) is generally the strongest.
The result of joint inversion (especially the Moho depth) is greatly inﬂuenced by the Vp/Vs ratio in the crust,
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Figure 1. Synthetic tests on joint inversion of receiver functions and surface wave dispersions, with and without prior
knowledge of Vp structure. (a) Vp is set to the true values. Inverted Vs (red) matches the input model (black) relatively
well. (b) Vp/Vs ratio is set to 1.7 (compared to the average 1.8 of the input model). Inverted Vs does not match the input as
well as in Figure 1a, while the ﬁts to dispersions (top right) and receiver functions (bottom right) are similar.

which is often unconstrained and normally set to the global average (1.75). Multiple converted phases (the
well known H-k method) can help resolving the ambiguity (Zhu & Kanamori, 2000). However, they are
usually more difﬁcult to identify and in places where the crust is complex, the H-k method can also be
strongly biased because the multiples are more sensitive to crustal complexity (see below).
Sensitivity tests (Figures 1 and 2) suggest that adding independently constrained P information will help the
joint inversion of receiver function and surface wave dispersion to ﬁnd the right S model when the Vp/Vs ratio
is not known. The tests are done based on the method by Xu et al. (2013), using a simple model with either
ﬁxed crustal Vp or ﬁxed Vp/Vs. The synthetic case shown in Figure 1 assumes that P velocity proﬁle as a function of depth in the crust is known. The information can come from P wave tomography or a wide-angle

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but with and without prior knowledge of average Vp in the crust (e.g., from Pn station delay).
(a) Correct average crustal Vp (6.25 km/s) is assumed, which would yield the correct input Moho depth (30 km) and
produce the correct input Pn delay time. (b) Average crustal Vp is assumed to be a wrong value of 6.5 km/s, which would
put the Moho at 33.3 km in order to match the correct Pn delay time in Figure 2a. The inverted S structure recovered is
considerably poorer than in Figure 2a and has a Moho (at 30 km or slightly less) incompatible with the Moho (33.3 km) from
the Pn delay time.
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a
Sensitivities of Crustal Parameters to Different Data Types
Vp
SW dispersion
Receiver function (Ps conversion)
P velocity model
Pn station delay
a

Vs

Vp/Vs

Moho

X

X

X
X
X

X

Checkmark indicates primary sensitivity of parameter to data type.
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refraction survey. The synthetic test in Figure 2 assumes that the
average P velocity beneath the station is known, for example, from
the station-delay time term in a Pn traveltime tomography (e.g.,
Hearn, 1996; Liang et al., 2004; Liang & Song, 2006). In either case,
the synthetic tests suggest that the joint inversion including the P
information achieves considerably better recovery of the input S
model (Figures 1 and 2). Table 1 summarizes the primary sensitivity
of each data set if we rely on the Ps phase. Adding independent P
information provides an important constraint for the S velocity
structure in a joint inversion with surface-wave dispersion and
receiver function.

The Tibetan Plateau, the largest and highest plateau in the world, is resulted from the Cenozoic IndianEurasian collision (Molnar & Tapponnier, 1975; Yin & Harrison, 2000). Despite decades of studies, the mechanism of its uplift and growth is still in debate. Three end-member models have been proposed, including rigid
block extrusion (Molnar & Tapponnier, 1975; Tapponnier et al., 2001), continuous deformation (England &
Houseman, 1986; Zhang et al., 2004), and mid-lower crustal ﬂow (Clark & Royden, 2000; Royden et al.,
1997, 2008). As a margin of the Tibetan Plateau with strong deformation and active seismicity, the SE Tibet
has been an ideal location to test different hypotheses.
Several lines of evidence have suggested that much of the mid-lower crust beneath the Tibetan Plateau and
its eastern surroundings may be partially molten, including surface wave tomography (Bao et al., 2015b; Chen
et al., 2016; Li et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2008), joint inversion of RFs and dispersions (Bao et al., 2015a; Li et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2016), seismic attenuation
(Hearn et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2013), and magnetotelluric studies (Bai et al., 2010; Dong et al., 2016; Le Pape
et al., 2012 ). However, it is still debated whether the low-velocity, low-resistivity layer is present extensively or
limited to certain localities or channels, what its properties are, how it deforms, and what role it has played in
plateau’s evolution (Agius & Lebedev, 2014).
In this study, we present a scheme for joint inversion of surface-wave dispersion and receiver function with
constraint of P velocity-depth proﬁle. We tested the method by applying to a dense array of seismic stations
in SE Tibet (Figure 3) from ChinArray-Himalaya (2011), which was used previously by Sun et al. (2014)

Figure 3. Distribution of seismic stations (triangles) with surface topography and geological elements. Inset shows the
location of the study region. The red triangles are the four example stations for demonstrations. The red lines represent
faults, and the black lines are the boundaries between major blocks. The blue line AA0 is the proﬁle shown in the following
ﬁgures. (NJF, Nujiang fault; RRF, Red River fault; XJF, Xiaojiang fault; YMTB, Yunnan-Myanmar-Thailand block; ICB, IndoChina block; SYDB, Sichuan-Yunnan diamond block; YZB, Yangtze block). Figure adapted from Sun et al. (2014).
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(hereafter referred to as SUN14) for the joint inversion of dispersion and receiver function. The array cuts
across several major crustal blocks of the region, including the Yunnan-Myanmar-Thailand block (YMTB),
the Indo-China block (ICB), the Sichuan-Yunnan Diamond block (SYDB), and the Yangtze block (YZB), which
are separated by the Nujiang fault (NJF), the Red River fault (RRF), and the Xiaojiang fault (XJF) from west to
east (Figure 3). SUN14 found two signiﬁcant low-velocity zones (LVZs) in the middle and mid-lower crust,
respectively, which were interpreted as isolated channels of crustal ﬂow at different depths beneath SE
Tibet. The two channels were further identiﬁed throughout SE Tibet by Bao et al. (2015a), also using joint
inversions of surface-wave dispersions and RFs. Separately, several P wave tomography studies have been
done in this region (Huang et al., 2009, 2015, 2002; Lei et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2003; Wei, Sun, & Shi, 2010;
Xu & Song, 2010), providing independent constraint on crustal P velocities. We will compare our new inversion with the previous results. Below we give details of the methodology and the new joint inversion results,
extensive tests of the methodology using synthetic and real data, comparison of the results using different
data sets or assumptions, implications of the joint inversion results, and issues of using crustal multiples when
the crustal structure is complex.

2. Development of Method for Joint Inversion of RFs and Dispersions With P
Velocity Constraints
Our joint inversion of surface-wave dispersions and RFs with P velocity constraints (JP) is modiﬁed from the
implementation of Xu et al. (2013) for the joint inversion of surface wave dispersions and RFs (SD + RF), which
designed an elaborate joint inversion scheme using the Neighborhood Algorithm (NA) (Sambridge, 1999) to
determine the lithospheric S velocity structure. They used two sets of stretchable splines in the inversion to
obtain smooth velocity proﬁles, separated by a speciﬁcally deﬁned Moho (the connecting node of the crustal
and mantle splines, the depth of which is allowed to change as a search parameter), and implemented the
message passing interface (MPI) for parallel processing, which greatly reduced the computation time.
However, without independent P wave information, the crustal Vp/Vs ratio is ﬁxed to 1.75 in their inversions
(Xu et al., 2013). Our modiﬁcation in this study includes incorporating P velocity model in the joint inversion,
unﬁxing Vp/Vs ratios in the crust, and changing parameterization of the crust (adding a sedimentary layer on
top and changing node spacing of the crustal spline function).
The JP is done for one station at a time. For each station, the inputs include the crustal Vp proﬁle as given, one
stacked RF, and group and phase velocity dispersions. The Vp depth proﬁle is ﬁxed to the input model during
the inversion as known. We used one stacked RF at a reference ray parameter (normally 0.06 s/km), rather
than several RFs at different ray parameters, because we found that the difference is small. On the other hand,
the stacking into one RF can enhance further the coherency of the Ps arrival. The forward calculation subroutines for dispersion curves and RFs are adopted from the Computer Programs in Seismology (Herrmann,
2013). We also use the fast global searching method NA (Sambridge, 1999), which provides great ﬂexibility
on parameterization. The global search is to minimize the misﬁt of the RF and dispersions with model damping and smoothing. The objective function is constructed as
 




min w 1 Dobs  Dpred rf þ w 2 Dobs  Dpred disp þ λkm  m0 k þ φkLmk :

(1)

The D indicates data (observed or predicted; RF or dispersion); m is model parameter (S velocity or interface
depth) and m0 is the reference model (see below); parameters w1 and w2 are the relative weighting factors for
RF and dispersion misﬁt, respectively; L is the Laplacian smoothing operator (which is just the second derivative operator for the one-dimensional case); λ is the damping parameter; and φ is the smoothing parameter.
The last two terms determine the inﬂuence of the initial model and the smoothness of the model, respectively. Before the JP, we ﬁrst perform an inversion using one cubic spline with a uniform node spacing for
the crust and the mantle (a total of 15 nodes from surface to depth of 150 km) and using dispersion data only
to obtain an S velocity proﬁle at each station as the initial model for the JP, which can help the search to
converge faster (Xu et al., 2013).
In the model parameterization, we introduce a separate sedimentary layer at the surface, which has a great
inﬂuence on the waveform of the RF, particularly the beginning portion of the RF (direct P energy). We use a
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Figure 4. Synthetic test of the joint inversion of RF, dispersions, and Vp model (JP). The input velocity model has three
layers in the crust and one layer in the mantle. The input model or input data, the result from surface wave dispersion
(SD) inversion alone, and the results for the JP are shown in black, blue dashed, and red lines, respectively. (a) Input Vs
model and inversion results. (b) Input Vp model. (c) Input Vp/Vs model and inversion result from JP. (d) The observed RF
(ORF) and the predicated RF (PRF) from the best ﬁtting model of the JP. (e) The observed Rayleigh wave group and phase
dispersion (OD) curves and the predicated dispersion (PD) curves from the best ﬁt ting model of the JP.

linear gradient in S velocity for the sedimentary layer but allowed the thickness and top and bottom velocities
to vary. We ﬁx the Vp/Vs ratio for the sedimentary layer at 2.0 (Shen et al., 2013) as it has some trade-off with
the layer thickness and ﬁx the Vp/Vs for the mantle at the global average of 1.8. The splines of Vs are
interpolated into layers with an interval of 0.1, 2, and 5 km in the sedimentary layer, crust, and uppermost
mantle (30 km below the Moho), and deeper mantle, respectively. The layered crustal Vp/Vs is determined
by the Vs from inversion and the interpolated Vp at the same depth (or extrapolated if deeper than the
given crustal Vp proﬁle). The density is calculated by the Nafe and Drake (1963) relationship. The crust and
the mantle are parameterized as cubic splines, with ﬁxed numbers of nodes of 12 and 9, respectively. The
bottom node of the crustal spline has the same value as the top node of the mantle spline so that the
model is always continuous below the sedimentary layer (including the Moho). We allow the depth of the
connecting node between the crust and mantle to vary, which is deﬁned as the Moho. The depth of the
last (bottom) node in the mantle is ﬁxed at 150 km. Thus, the spacing between the spline nodes varies as
the Moho depth changes. We used a stretching spline for the mantle part so that the node spacing is
smaller closer to the Moho to improve the resolution near the Moho, which is extremely effective in
representing the Moho whether it is gradual or sharp (Xu et al., 2013). However, we set uniform node
spacing for the crust, unlike in Xu et al. (2013), which has a setup similar to the mantle with smaller
spacing near the surface to represent the strong gradient. Since a sedimentary layer at the surface is
already deﬁned separately, such a stretching spline for the crust is no longer needed. The uniform spline
in the crust increases the resolution in the middle and lower crust.
Thus, the search parameters are three sedimentary layer parameters (layer thickness and S velocities at the
top and bottom), S velocities at the 20 spline nodes for the crust and mantle (with one connecting node at
the bottom of the sedimentary layer and another connecting node at the Moho), and the Moho depth.
The model constraint m0 consists of two parts: one from the initial spline based on inversion of dispersions
only and the other from Bao et al. (2015b) for depths below 95 km, where the sensitivity of our dispersion
data decreases. The implementation uses parallel programming with MPI calls, which greatly speeds up
the model search with parallel machines. For each station, we generate 200 random models to start with,
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and then iterate 2000 times to obtain the ﬁnal model. Consequently, the total models generated for each
point is 200,200. The best ﬁtting model is our ﬁnal model.
Figure 4 shows a synthetic test to demonstrate the robustness of our method. The input model has three
layers in the crust, which includes a low-velocity and high-Vp/Vs zone in the middle crust over a half-space
of constant velocity in the mantle. The JP recovers well the input Vs and Vp/Vs model, including the discontinuity depths as well as the Vs and Vp/Vs values. The predicted RF and dispersion curves for the inverted ﬁnal
model agree well with the input (“observed”) data. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on different velocity structures, we performed eight more synthetic tests with different velocity features (e.g., no
LVZ, lower crust high velocity, higher-mantle velocity, different sedimentary layer thickness, or Moho depth),
which suggest that our joint inversion method can work robustly for various velocity structures (Figure 5).

3. Application to Stations in SE Tibet
3.1. Data
The data used in this study include three types: P wave RFs (of the Ps converted phase), dispersion curves of
surface wave group and phase velocities, and crustal P velocity model (Figures 6a–6d; note that Figure 6d
shows the inversion result of dispersion data set for direct comparison with other inversions). These data
were assembled from seismic stations roughly along a linear array in SE Tibet (Figure 3).
The RFs were from SUN14, which were calculated from teleseismic P waveforms recorded by 51 temporary
broadband stations (Figure 3) between August 2011 and August 2012. The stations are part of the
ChinArray program (Ding & Wu, 2013) deployed by the China Earthquake Administration (CEA) and the
Nanjing University since September 2010, with an average station interval of ~35 km. We stacked all
the RFs with clear Ps phase of each station into one RF after moveout correction (Yuan et al., 1997) at a reference slowness of 6.4 s/deg using the IASP91 model (Kennett & Engdahl, 1991). The Gaussian width used was
2.5 (Langston, 1979). We cut the RFs within 15 s to limit the crustal multiples because they are more complicated than the Ps phase, which may bias the inversion results (see discussion in section 4.3).
The dispersion data were from our recent surface wave tomography of mainland China (Bao et al., 2015b)
using both ambient noise and earthquake data, which has a resolution of 1° in the SE Tibet. It included
864 CEA permanent stations from 2008 to 2011, 401 temporary PASCCAL stations, and 51 permanent stations
from the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology Data Management Center. More than 700,000
dispersion curves were measured to generate group and phase velocity maps at periods of 10–140 s and
10–70 s, respectively. In this study, we extracted group and phase velocity dispersion curves at each of our
stations from the dispersion maps of 10–70 s, which are better constrained with both the ambient noise
and earthquake data.
We extracted the crustal P velocity-depth proﬁle for each station of the array from the 3-D tomographic
model by Xu and Song (2010). The study included the Chinese national and provincial earthquake bulletins
as well as some handpicked arrivals from 1981 to 2003, with 12,509 events and 250 stations, and forming a
total of 97,099 raw traveltime picks. They used ﬁrst-arriving Pg to sample the upper-to-mid crust, secondary
Pg (after the Pg-Pn crossover distance) to sample the mid-to-lower crust, and Pn phase to sample the uppermost mantle and designed an iterative scheme to jointly invert for crustal P velocity, Pn velocity, and the
Moho depth. The resolution of crustal P velocity can reach 1° in most of the SE Tibet.
Because of active seismicity and dense distribution of seismic stations, several P wave tomographic studies
have been conducted in SE Tibet. We have compared them to examine the consistency, particularly along
the proﬁle of our station array. Most of them (Huang et al., 2002, 2009, 2015; Lei et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2003; Wei et al., 2010) used ﬁrst P (Pg and Pn) arrivals from China Seismic Network bulletins of local earthquakes, while Wei et al. (2010) also used mantle P waves to image the upper mantle. Lei et al. (2009) and
Huang et al. (2015) also included relative traveltime residuals of teleseismic events, since their studies were
more focused on the deeper part. However, none of the studies have included the secondary Pg phases.
The method used in all of these studies was based on Zhao et al. (1992) or later versions, which used 3-D
ray tracing that can work for models with complex-shaped discontinuities (e.g., Conrad and Moho). The
Moho discontinuity in all the studies was assumed a priori from other studies. Most of the models are generally consistent at similar depths.
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Figure 5. Synthetic tests of the JP for various synthetic cases. (a) The input model has a 2 km thick sedimentary layer compared with Figure 4. (b) The input model
does not have LVZ compared with Figure 5a. (c) The input model has a high-velocity zone (HVZ) compared with Figure 5a. (d) The input model has a higher velocity in
the mantle compared with Figure 5a. (e) The input model has a 4 km sedimentary layer compared with Figure 5a. (f) The input model has a high-velocity layer in
the lower crust compared with Figure 5e. (g) The input model has a Moho depth of 45 km compared with Figure 5a. (h) The input model has a Moho depth of 70 km
compared with Figure 5a.
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Figure 6. The three data sets used in (a–d) the JP and (e and f) the ﬁnal JP results. Stacked RF proﬁle from Sun et al. (2014) in
waveform and amplitude, respectively (Figures 6a and 6b). Vp proﬁle from Xu and Song (2010) (cut at the smoothed Moho
depth from the JP) (Figure 6c). Vs proﬁle from Rayleigh wave group and phase velocity dispersions by Bao et al. (2015b)
(Figure 6d). Used in the JP are the dispersion curves at each station. The ﬁnal Vs proﬁle from the JP (Figure 6e). The Vp/Vs
proﬁle from the JP (Figure 6f). Topography and geological elements are shown at the top. The black crosses mark
the Moho, and the red crosses are the four example stations. The black line show the smoothed (spline ﬁt) Moho. The
white boxes mark the two LVZs in the crust discussed in the text.

We chose the model by Xu and Song (2010) (which is readily available) for our joint inversion because of several reasons. First, the model included secondary Pg arrivals, which are clearly observed and provide an additional constraint on the mid-lower crust. Second, it included high-quality handpicked arrivals in the period
from 1981 to 2003 besides bulletin picks. Third, it has one of the largest data set of local earthquakes in
the study area compared with the cited studies. Fourth, the crust, Moho, and mantle are parameterized separately so that the sharp crust and mantle boundary (Moho) do not need to be artiﬁcially interpolated like in
almost all tomographic studies. The parameterization allows us to use the whole P model throughout the
crust that is constrained by the original traveltime data. This is particularly useful in our joint inversion as
the Moho originally from the P traveltime inversion may not agree exactly with the ﬁnal result of the joint
inversion. The ﬁdelity of the P model for the whole crust allows us to extrapolate with conﬁdence to a greater
depth when the joint inversion requires it, simply because the crust was originally parameterized as such (see
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Figure 7. Four examples of the JP using real data. The panels for each station are the best ﬁtting Vs model (red) with the 10,000 best models (grey) to show the
uncertainty, the input Vp model from Xu and Song (2010), the Vp/Vs from the JP, the observed (black) and predicted (red) RF, and group and phase dispersion
curves, respectively. The four stations have distinctly different velocity structures: (a) 53063 with a shallow LVZ to ~12 km and a small lower-crust LVZ, (b) 53150 with a
distinct high-velocity, low-Vp/Vs layer in lower crust and a small midcrust LVZ, (c) 53219 with clear mid-lower crust LVZ and anomalously high Vp/Vs in lower crust, and
(d) 52043 with a gradual Moho.

details in Xu & Song, 2010). Finally, the Vp perturbations in almost all the models above are consistent with Xu
and Song (2010) along the station array in the crust.
3.2. Examples From Selected Stations
To demonstrate that our method works for different types of structures, we selected four representative stations (from the west to the east) of the JP results as displayed in Figure 7, the locations of which are shown in
Figures 3 and 6e and 6f. The four stations are representative of the diverse velocity features in the study
region. Station 53063 has a shallow LVZ down to ~12 km and also a small LVZ in lower crust. Station
53150 has a distinct high-velocity, low-Vp/Vs layer in lower crust, which corresponds to the large positive
amplitude before the Ps phase, and also a small midcrust LVZ. Station 53219 has a broad LVZ from middle
to lower crust, especially an anomalously low-Vs and high-Vp/Vs layer in lower crust. Station 52043 has a
gradual Moho transition, which is indicated by the wide Ps phase in the RF. These models show diverse structures, which the method can all ﬁnd to ﬁt the data well. The RFs and dispersions were recovered very well by
the ﬁnal models.
3.3. Joint Inversion Results Along the Station Array
The ﬁnal results of Vs and Vp/Vs proﬁle from the JP are shown in Figures 6e and 6f. Figure 6e shows that there
are two distinct LVZs besides the surface sedimentary layer, one in the mid-lower crust at about 102°E to
104.8°E (hereafter called LVZ1) and the other in the shallow upper crust (down to depth of about 14 km)
at about 98°E to 99.8°E (hereafter called LVZ2). The Moho depth increases from ~35 km under YMTB to the
largest depth of the proﬁle of ~48 km under ICB and southern SYTB, and shallows gradually to ~40 km below
the large LVZ under northern SYTB and southern YZB, and decreases further to less than 35 km under northern YZB. In the mantle, there are also two large LVZs, the locations of which seem to correlate with the two
crustal LVZs. It is noticeable that the Moho seems to be shallower in these two regions compared to their surroundings of similar topography, which together might suggest additional buoyancy of mantle upwelling.
The Vp/Vs proﬁle (Figure 6f) displays a region with some very high Vp/Vs ratios (larger than 1.9), which is
LI ET AL.
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Figure 8. Comparison of inversions with different data sets and parameterizations for example stations (a and b) 53063 and
(c and d) 53219, respectively. The inversion results and synthetics are in red, and the observed RFs and dispersion curves
are in black. The examples show joint inversions with surface-wave dispersions and receiver functions (SD + RF) only (by ﬁxing
Vp/Vs at 1.75) that include (Figures 8a and 8c) or do not include (Figures 8b and 8d) a sedimentary layer in the parameterization. The inversion results are to be compared with those from the JP (blue) shown in Figures 7a and 7c, respectively.

almost at the same location of LVZ1, suggesting possible partial melt. However, at the location of LVZ2, there
are only a few spots with slightly high Vp/Vs ratios. We will compare the results with previous study by SUN14
along the same proﬁle below.

4. Discussion
4.1. Sensitivity Studies
To explore sensitivity and robustness of model parameters, we compare results using our new joint inversion
scheme and previous methods. We compare inversions with and without a Vp constraint, a top sedimentary
layer, or a Vp/Vs constraint.
4.1.1. Examples of Joint Inversions With/Without Vp Constraint and/or a Sedimentary Layer
Figure 8 shows results without a Vp model (i.e., by ﬁxing Vp/Vs value to 1.75) and/or a sedimentary layer for
two stations (53063 and 53219). The results from the JP (which includes Vp proﬁle and sedimentary layer)
for the two stations have been shown in Figures 7a and 7c, respectively.
Station 53063 was selected as an example to show the effect of the sedimentary layer (Figures 8a and 8b). The
result from the joint inversion of RF and surface wave dispersion only without the Vp model is very similar to
that of the joint inversion including the Vp model (Figure 8a). The results have a similar sedimentary thickness
of ~0.8 km and a Moho depth (differing less than 0.5 km). This is not surprising as the averaged Vp/Vs ratio for
the joint inversion with the Vp model is about 1.805, close to the default value of 1.75 used in the joint inversion without the Vp model. However, the joint inversion of RF and dispersions without a sedimentary layer
(Figure 8b) show very different velocity structure in upper crust, which has a high-velocity layer followed
by a prominent LVZ in order to ﬁt the beginning part of RF. Because of the trade-off between difference
depths, the structure at greater depths also shows some difference between the two inversions as well. In
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Figure 9. Comparison of the S velocity proﬁles from different inversions. (a) Vs proﬁle from the JP (enlarged view of
Figure 6e). (b) Vs proﬁle from surface wave dispersions (SD) only (Bao et al., 2015b). (c) Vs proﬁle from joint inversions of
dispersions and RFs (SD + RF) only. (d) Vs proﬁle from joint inversions of dispersions and RFs without a sedimentary layer
(SD + RF-sed). Topography and geological elements are shown at the top. The black crosses in Figures 9a, 9c, and 9d
mark the Moho from the JP, and the black line in all the plots shows the same smoothed Moho as in Figure 6 from the JP.
The red crosses in Figures 9c and 9d mark the Moho from the corresponding inversion to be compared with the Moho from
the JP (black crosses).

fact, even with such prominent features, the RF waveforms do not ﬁt well. On the other hand, by having a thin
sedimentary layer of ~0.8 km, the amplitude and shape of the beginning part of the RF can be recovered
quite well. The example demonstrates the importance of incorporating properly the sedimentary layer at
the surface, even when the layer is thin. Without including such a layer the inversion may result in artifacts.
Station 53219 was selected as an example to show the effect of incorporating a Vp model constraint (without
ﬁxing the Vp/Vs ratio) (Figures 8c and 8d). The example does not need a sedimentary layer to ﬁt the P waveform of the RF. The joint inversions with Vp model (Figure 7c) can ﬁt the large negative amplitude before the
Ps phase in the RF much better, and thus revealing the low-Vs in lower crust more clearly, compared with
using ﬁxed Vp/Vs (Figures 8c and 8d). In this case, the average crust Vp/Vs ratio is about 1.853, much greater
than the default value of 1.75. The high average crustal Vp/Vs also causes the Moho to be ~3.5 km shallower in
the joint inversion with Vp.
4.1.2. Comparison of Different Inversions
Figure 9 compares results from different inversions, which shows consistent features as well as signiﬁcant
differences when different data sets or inversion assumptions are used. The inversions include the joint inversions with Vp and other data sets (JP) (Figure 9a), with dispersion only (SD) (Figure 9b), with RF and dispersion
only (SD + RF) (Figure 9c), and with RF and dispersion only but without including a sedimentary layer
(SD + RF-sed) (Figure 9d). All the images show the two low-velocity zones (LVZ1 and LVZ2) and the similar
trend of the Moho undulations.
However, the detailed structures vary signiﬁcantly, including shapes and depths of the LVZs and the depths
of the Moho. By comparing SD + RF and SD + RF-sed, it is clear that the sedimentary layer can make a big
difference on the crustal structure. Without a sedimentary layer (Figure 9d), some artiﬁcial LVZs in the upper
crust are created to ﬁt the beginning part of RFs. The LVZ1 structure is deeper and closer to the Moho in both
JP and SD + RF than in SD + RF-sed. An artiﬁcial high-velocity layer above the Moho can also be seen in
SD + RF-sed. The LVZ1 in SD is not only broader (due to the averaging effect of the dispersion data) but also
much shallower than in JP and SD + RF. The LVZ2 in SD is broader but extends deeper in this case. Between JP
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Figure 10. S velocity proﬁles and examples on station 53219 from joint inversions of RF and dispersions (with sedimentary
layer) using ﬁxed extreme Vp/Vs ratios of (a and c) 1.6 and (b and d) 1.9. In Figures 10a and 10b, topography and geological
elements are shown at the top. The black crosses mark the Moho from joint inversions, and the black line shows the
same smoothed Moho as in Figure 6 from the JP. In Figures 10c and 10d, the inversion results and synthetics are in red and
the observed RFs and dispersion curves are in black. The inversion results are compared with that from the JP (blue) in
Figure 7c. As a reference, the average crustal Vp/Vs at station 53219 from the JP is 1.853.

and SD + RF, LVZ1 is stronger and the shape stands out better in JP, and the LVZ2 also shows up better in JP.
Furthermore, the low-velocity structures in the mantle below LVZ1 and LV2 are more coherent and clearer in
JP than in any other images.
To test further the inﬂuence of an unknown Vp/Vs ratio, we conducted joint inversions with dispersions and RF
only using the lower and upper bounds of the Vp/Vs ratio (1.6 and 1.9, respectively) for this proﬁle (Figures 10a
and 10b). The differences are clear both in the crust and in the mantle. The prominent LVZ1 even disappears
completely if we use Vp/Vs = 1.6 (Figure 10a). The data ﬁts for the extreme Vp/Vs values at example station
53219 (Figures 10c and 10d) (with an average crustal Vp/Vs of 1.853 from the JP) are indistinguishable compared with the joint inversion results (Figures 7a and 7c), except that with Vp/Vs = 1.6 the negative amplitude
before Ps was not well recovered. The tests demonstrate once again the trade-offs of model parameters, and
if the Vp/Vs value has a large departure, the model differences are not only on the Moho but also on the velocity structures in both the crust and the mantle (Figures 10a and 10c).
4.1.3. Moho and Crustal Vp/Vs Ratio
It is well known that the Moho depth (H) trades off with Vp/Vs ratio (k) in the inversion of the RF of the Ps
converted wave (e.g., Zhu & Kanamori, 2000). Essentially,

tPs ¼
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where tPs is the time separation between Ps and direct P and p is the
ray parameter of the incident wave. The average Vs in the crust can
be constrained by the dispersion curves. Given the average crustal
Vs, the Moho depth depends strongly on the crustal Vp/Vs ratio to ﬁt
the same Ps arrival in the RF. The larger Vp/Vs ratio would result in
shallower Moho. This is clear in the comparisons of the tomographic images (Figures 9 and 10). Between JP and SD + RF
(Figures 9a and 9c), the Moho shifts are up to ~6.1 km and the standard deviation of the shifts is ~1.9 km.
Figure 11a summarizes the Vp/Vs ratio averaged over the whole
crust for each station. The averaged values range from about 1.62
to 1.86. Figure 11b summarizes the departure of the average crustal
Vp/Vs ratio and Moho depth in JP (with Vp) from SD + RF (assuming
Vp/Vs = 1.75). The dH/dk slope is 34.2 ± 3.5 km/1, which amounts
to 6.8 km if k changes by 0.2, which is similar to what we expect
from equation (2) (e.g., Zhu & Kanamori, 2000).
4.2. Comparison With a Previous Study
We now compare the results from the JP and from the previous
study by SUN14, which used dispersion and RF data only. SUN14
also used H-k method of receiver functions (Zhu & Kanamori,
2000) to estimate the Vp/Vs ratio. They used a linearized inversion
of dispersion and RF for the layered Vs structure. The layered
parameterization at shallow depth can account for the effect of
Figure 11. Summary of the inversion results on Vp/Vs ratio (k) and Moho depth (H)
the sedimentary layer to some extent, and SUN14 indeed shows
from the JP. (a) The average crustal Vp/Vs ratios along the proﬁle with a spline ﬁt.
some very slow velocities at surface. However, because of the variThe averaged ratio is calculated from the Vp/Vs proﬁle of the JP. (b) Plot of the
able thickness and elastic property of the sedimentary layer, a
Moho variation (dH, relative to SD + RF in Figure 9c) versus the variation of the
layered structure is not effective in accounting for the contribution
averaged crustal Vp/Vs (dk = k  1.75) from the JP. The black line is the result of
of the layer to the RF waveform. Indeed, compared to SD + RF
the linear regression.
(Figure 9c), the S velocity image in SUN14 (their Figure 4) is more
similar to SD + RF-sed, including low-velocity anomalies in the
upper crust, the deeper LVZ1 and the shallower LVZ2, and the high-velocity layer above the Moho, all of
which are indications of not accounting properly for the sedimentary layer as discussed above.
In summary, we conﬁrm that the JP results are generally consistent with SUN14, including the presence of
LVZ1 and LVZ2. However, comparing the two is very similar to comparing the JP and SD + RF-sed. Thus, relative to SUN14, signiﬁcant differences from the JP include the following: (1) the shallow upper crust structure,
as the result of the inclusion of the sedimentary layer; (2) the strength and depth range of the LVZs (clearer in
JP; LVZ1 becomes deeper at 20–40 km compared to 15–30 km in SUN14, while LVZ2 becomes shallower
above 14 km compared to 10–20 km in SUN14); (3) the Moho depth below the two crustal LVZs becomes
shallower due to higher Vp/Vs ratios; and (4) more coherent and clearer low-velocity structures in the mantle
between the two crustal LVZs.
The Vp/Vs ratios derived from RFs only by SUN14 shows large scatter. While the values are relatively stable at
1.6 to 1.8 for the YZB (east of 103°E or so), the values scatter from 1.6 to 2.0 west of it. The large scatter reﬂects
the uncertainty of the H-k method when the quality of the later multiple converted phases of the RF is poor.
On the other hand, the averaged crustal Vp/Vs values from the JP show systematic variations (Figure 11a).
Large average Vp/Vs values are located in the vicinities of the major crustal block boundaries, beneath NJF,
RRF, and XJF.
Undoubtedly, the results from the JP are inﬂuenced by the uncertainties in the ﬁxed P wave model. We have
examined several P models and chose a favorite one for this study (see section 3.1). However, if we choose
any of the models, we expect an improvement from the JP over SD + RF with ﬁxed Vp/Vs = 1.75.
Furthermore, our basic conclusions of this study (on crustal LVZs and Vp/Vs ratios, and mantle structures)
would remain the same. A clue is to look at the comparison between JP and SD + RF (Figures 9a and 9c),
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Figure 12. Examples of stations where (a and b) the joint inversion results agree with H-k and can predict the time of PpPs
phase and (c and d) they do not agree. The red crosses mark the results of Moho depth and crustal Vp/Vs from JP. The black
and red traces are the observed RFs (the Ps and PpPs phases have been corrected by moveouts with distances) and the
predicted RFs calculated using the obtained velocity models from JP, respectively.

which is discussed above. The images are quite similar, although the JP image is sharper and more
coherent and clearer. Basically, if the Vp/Vs differs by less than 0.05, the difference between inversions is
not large (Figure 10d). The synthetic test in Figure 2a also shows the tolerance of the P model
inaccuracy in the JP—The Vp at a location may not be accurate, but if the average Vp is correct, it still
helps in the JP. Another clue is the systematic variations in the Vp/Vs ratios from the JP (Figures 6f and
11a), which correlate with crustal blocks and are hardly random. Thus, we argue that a reasonable (but
less perfect) P velocity model can provide a better constraint on the joint inversion of dispersions and RFs
than simply assuming a ﬁxed Vp/Vs.
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Figure 13. Synthetic RFs along azimuth (vertical axes) for (a) 8% crustal anisotropy, (b) 15° Moho dipping, and (c) 15° Moho dipping of enlarged view, relative to a
two-layer model with a 40-km crust. The blue lines in Figure 13c mark the offsets of Ps and PpPs due to dipping Moho.

The LVZ1 structure in the mid-lower crust can be readily explained by partial melt as proposed by SUN14. Its
correlation with very high Vp/Vs ratio (greater than 1.9 or Poisson’s ratio greater than 0.31) from our new imaging provides strong additional support (Christensen, 1996; Owens & Zandt, 1997). However, different from
the interpretation in SUN14, the JP results suggest that the LVZ2 structure may not be due to crustal melting
at all. In SUN14, the LVZ2 was at 10–20 km depth in the middle crust. However, the JP with the inclusion of by
a sedimentary layer indicates that the LVZ2 is limited to the upper crust (shallower than ~14 km), which does
not fall in the depth range of mid-lower crustal ﬂow. The depth range is well within the brittle part of the
upper crust, and many active faults exist in the area with strong topographic variation. A low-velocity anomaly can also be seen down to ~10 km depth beneath a surface valley at ~105.2°E in the YZB. On the other
hand, the Vp/Vs ratios in LVZ2 are not as high as in LVZ1. Thus, we interpret LVZ2 as the indication of active
major fault zones at the upper crust depth instead of partial melt. Furthermore, slightly high Vp/Vs ratios are
observed beneath major crustal block boundaries NJF and RRF throughout the crust without signiﬁcant LVZs
(Figure 6f).
Bai et al. (2010) reported two zones of low electric resistivity at similar locations, one at depth of 20–40 to
100 km at LVZ1 location and the other at 20 to 70 km at LVZ2 location. The LVZ1 low resistivity may be
explained by low-velocity partial melting crust and uppermost mantle. However, the LVZ2 low resistivity is
unlikely related to the shallow upper crust low velocities because of the depth difference and the high rigidity
of the shallow upper crust; rather, the low resistivity anomaly is likely related to the uppermost mantle low
velocities, the elevated Moho, and the relatively high Vp/Vs throughout the crust.
4.3. Comparison Between JP and H-k Results: Issues About Crustal Multiples
Multiple converted phases can help resolving the ambiguity in the well-known H-k method (Zhu & Kanamori,
2000). But they are usually much more difﬁcult to identify than the Ps phase, which was an important motivation for the current study. Here we compared results from the H-k method and the JP.
We examined the H-k stackings for all the stations in this study. The majority (some 80%) of H-k plots do not
show strong energy of crustal multiples. For the stations that have relatively stronger and clearer energy (with
smaller error ellipses in the H-k plots), we found some stations where the joint inversion results agree with H-k
but many other stations where the two methods disagree. A couple of examples for each case are shown in
Figure 12. The disagreements can be clearly observed between the predicted multiples (PpPs phase, in particular) for the JP and the multiples in the observed RFs.
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Figure 14. (a) Stacked RF and (b) results of H-k for each model. The reference (normal) model has a 40 km crust with crustal
Vp of 6.3 km/s and Vs of 3.6 km/s (Vp/Vs = 1.75), and with mantle Vp of 8.1 km/s and Vs of 4.5 km/s (Vp/Vs = 1.8). The black,
blue, red, and green lines in Figure 14a are calculated for the normal model, with 8% crustal anisotropy, with 15° Moho
dipping, and with a 2 km sedimentary layer, respectively. The normal and Sed-2 km cases in Figure 14b have very small
error; thus, the result is shown by a white dot.

The crustal structure in SE Tibet is complex, which has signiﬁcant crustal anisotropy and Moho dipping (Bao
et al., 2015a; Sun et al., 2014; Xu & Song, 2010). The crustal complexity can inﬂuence the multiples of the RFs
more than the Ps phase. To understand the discrepancy between the JP and the H-k results, we performed
several synthetic tests with more complex model than a 1-D isotropic model. Crustal anisotropy and
dipping Moho would generate azimuthal variation in the traveltime of the Ps phase as well as in the traveltimes of the multiples. Using the Raysum code by Frederiksen and Bostock (2000), we found that the effect
of azimuthal anisotropy on multiples is almost the same as on Ps, while the effect of a dipping Moho on multiples is about 5 times of that on Ps (Figure 13). The relation nearly remains the same when the anisotropy
strength or the Moho dip changes. The Gaussian width and ray parameter used in the synthetics are 2.5
and 0.06 s/km, respectively.
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Figure 15. Results of JP for (a and b) model with 8% crustal anisotropy and (c and d) model with 15° Moho dipping. Figures 15a and 15c used only the RF before the
grey dashed line (2 to 8 s) to exclude the multiples, while Figures 15b and 15d used 2 to 25 s to include the multiples in the JP. The part after 8 s in Figures 15a
and 15c is predicted from the ﬁnal model of JP. In all the panels, the black lines show the observed or input and the red lines show the predicted. The green trace is
the RF from the normal 40 km crust model (Figure 14; Vp/Vs = 1.75, without anisotropy or Moho dip) as a reference. The numbers in the Vp/Vs panels are the
Moho depth and average crustal Vp/Vs from JP.

We performed H-k stacking and joint inversion (JP) with synthetic RFs (Figures 14a). We considered four models for the H-k (Figure 14): (1) a normal case with one-layer crust as reference, (2) with 8% crustal anisotropy,
(3) with 15° Moho dipping, and (4) with a 2 km sedimentary layer. In the stacked RFs (Figure 14a), we see signiﬁcant changes in waveforms, traveltimes, and amplitudes, relative to the normal case. The changes in the
multiples are much greater than in the Ps, particularly for the dipping Moho case. For comparison, we performed JP for cases 2 and 3, either without multiples or with RF multiples (Figure 15) (we can reproduce
the input models using the JP for the normal and sedimentary-layer cases using the Ps only as we have
showed extensively above). Crustal anisotropy would blur the H-k plot (Figure 14b) and make the Moho transition gradual in JP and change the Vp/Vs depth proﬁle signiﬁcantly (Figures 15a and 15b). The anisotropy
causes azimuthal variation of the traveltimes of Ps and multiples (Figure 13) so that the stacked trace shows
reduced amplitudes and distorted waveforms (Figure 14a). Thus, the gradual Moho (and consequently significantly reduced Vp/Vs at the bottom of the crust) is needed to ﬁt the RF as best as possible. Still whether the
multiples are included (Figure 15b) or not (Figure 15a), the models are quite similar and both can ﬁt the Ps
reasonably well but neither can ﬁt the multiples perfectly. The dipping Moho has the greatest effect on
the waveform of the multiples (time and amplitude) among the cases we considered (Figure 14a). If we
include the multiples, both the JP (Figure 15d) and the H-k (Figure 14b) have large errors with a similar
Moho offset of ~6 km and a Vp/Vs offset of 0.13 in H-k. While the JP inversion without the multiples
(Figure 15c) cannot ﬁt the multiples, the recovery is acceptable. The tests demonstrate that it is better not
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to use the multiples in the JP when the crust is not simple, as the H-k method or JP including the multiples can
result in large errors.
In the SE Tibet, the Moho dipping and crustal anisotropy have been found to be quite strong with large
azimuthal variation of Ps RFs (e.g., Bao et al., 2015a; Sun et al., 2014; Xu & Song, 2010). On the other hand,
the nonuniform azimuthal coverage of RFs would also certainly bias the stacked RF. Furthermore, the combination of anisotropy, Moho dipping, sedimentary layer, and intracrustal interfaces would make the later arriving multiples complicated. Even when the multiples are strong and the H-k stack is very robust (with small
error ellipse), the result can be wrong if the crustal structure is not simple (Figure 14). We are working on systematic corrections to the multiples to improve the H-k stacking. Before that, the multiples should not be
included in the joint inversions, and we urge caution in interpreting H-k results when there is a reason to
believe the crust is complex.

5. Conclusions
We present a joint inversion scheme that incorporates surface-wave dispersions, receiver functions, and the P
velocity proﬁle. The model is parameterized using a sedimentary layer at the surface and two connecting
splines for the crust and mantle, respectively. The thickness of the sedimentary layer and the depth of the
Moho are allowed to change. The crustal spline has a uniform node spacing, while the node spacing of the
mantle spline increases with depth. We used the NA to search for the model parameters with parallel computing. We applied the method to a dense linear array in SE Tibet, previously studied by SUN14. Extensive
tests using synthetic and real data suggest that the method is suitable and robust for a variety of velocity
structures and Moho discontinuities and provides constraints on crustal Vp/Vs proﬁles. The ﬂexibility of the
parameterization and the inclusion of the Vp constraint are crucial in the improved model recovery. The inclusion of a sedimentary layer is also important to ﬁt the beginning part of RFs; an inversion without it may result
in artifacts in both shallow and deep crust. Comparison of joint inversions with and without Vp model shows
general agreement for the array proﬁle. However, signiﬁcant differences are clearly observable, including the
shape and depth of LVZs, Moho depth, and mantle structure. The addition of a reasonable (even when it is
less perfect) Vp model is more desirable than simply assuming a ﬁxed Vp/Vs in such a joint inversion.
Complex crustal structures (anisotropy, Moho dipping, sedimentary layer, and possible intracrustal interfaces)
have much stronger inﬂuence on the RF multiples (on both amplitudes and traveltimes) than on the Ps phase.
Under such cases, the results from the H-k method can be wrong even when the multiples are strong. We
suggest that systematic corrections on the crustal multiples are needed before they can be used in joint
inversion or a modiﬁed H-k method.
The results from the new joint inversion show two LVZs observed by SUN14. Prominent LVZ1 located in
the mid-lower crust under the Xiaojiang fault area correlates with anomalously high Vp/Vs ratios, suggesting possible partial melting. However, the other LVZ (LVZ2) was imaged in the brittle shallow upper crust
(down to depth of ~14 km), which is likely associated with crustal fault zones rather than partial melting
as previously claimed. The major boundaries between crustal blocks show relatively high Vp/Vs ratios
throughout the crust. We observed clear low-velocity structure in the mantle beneath the two crustal
LVZs with elevated Moho, which may suggest mantle upwelling and the inﬂuence of mantle processes
on crustal deformation.
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